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About This Game

We created a horror scene based on VR, where you can experience unprecedented fear! In the game you should always be
vigilant, occasional slack may be fatal, because "they" may now be coming to you, you need to find the best place to hide, to

avoid detection! "They" may also hide in a dark corner, or suddenly turn around after leaving! When looking for something with
a flashlight, please pay attention, because "they" will find you with the flashlight light source!

Introduction to Play:

"A five-day tour in the morgue" Is a sneak and puzzle-solving horror game, players need to avoid the sight of monsters in order
to move smoothly in the game scene. Different monsters have different AI attributes, so players need to use their own

experience to judge the next behavior of different monsters, in order to smoothly launch the next activity. In different game
levels will provide flashlights or pistols and other game props, these props can help you smoothly conduct investigations and
hunt monsters, but may be inappropriate use of props, and let you become the target of monster hunting, so you need some

experience in the use of props. Game time is five days, every death is one day. On the fifth day, you still haven't found the exit.
After you die, you will need to start the game again.

Have a nice trip!
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Title: A five-day tour in the morgue
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Cancer Studio
Publisher:
Cancer-VR
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10

Processor: ntel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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This bundle is complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 The only song worth considering in the entire Monstercat
Music Pack is \u201cOverkill\u201d. Even that song sucks, but it\u2019s the only one that actually felt like I was playing on
Expert+ difficulty. All of these songs are terrible choices for this game, and the flow and sync make me think that the Beat
Saber devs brought in their D Team to map these ones. I mean really, the songs from the base game are so good, but these feel
like they were either sourced from someone who lacks any kind of rhythm, or they were rushed as a cash grab. Either
way\u2026 avoid.. I can't get on multiplayer.. Still better than pubg. I have never used my money so well. Unfortunately the devs
make it impossible to enjoy this experience by combining some strange decisions, thereby missing the mark by a few inches.

Well done:
- Hinting at important facts. Very polished graphics and animations. Theoretically(*) super good VR immersion.

Bafflingly strange:
- (*)80% of the environment's lighting is fading into blackness/dark mist - ergo: fly-screen optic effect in VR headsets present
all the time. Strange anti-Immersion tactics. (In VR it's looking darker than here on the screenshots.)
- The only nicely lit scene (representing the 'busy thought machinery' - using warm yellow-orange tones) preventing the fly-
screen effect in VR is quickly changed into dark+black again! I was ready to enjoy this sight during its first state, but what was I
hoping?! The devs had planned otherwise. Which leads to the next point:
- Color and lighting symbolism has been twisted around weirdly. During the narration you're ought to realize, that you can
perceive the world around you more clearly without the dimming nebula of your own thoughts. This should/could be reflected
by a peaceful, more clear and relaxing scenery. But nah, they decided to do the opposite. As described in the point before:
'Being hindered by your own thoughts' is being represented by a warmly, yellow-orange lit machinery - but then the 'freedom of
thinking', aka 'coming to your senses' aka 'seeing everything clearly' is rather symbolized .. how? The warm lights are being
switched off and now you're staring into almost darkness. Voilà. Also at this point the narration goes on for (felt) 100 minutes,
talking about 'seeing clearly, seeing unhinged, free' etc - while you're forced to look at an almost spooky, dark environment.
This comes over as mind blowingly strange.
- The fundamental message is good ("You're not your mind!", "Only the present moment really exists.") - but then it is narrated
at an unnecessary speedy pace, almost without pauses. You can't dwell on any of it. You can't let revelations sink in. It's being
hammered into your ears, nothing soothing about it. Constantly new lines with new revelations, new twists,
blahblahblahblahblahblah etc. forever. It's super counter-productive: the well meant insights ('letting go of your thoughts is
important' etc.) are here ought to be understood by having to comprehend and carefully listen to 108957 lines of text during a
very small window of time. Flabbergasting.
- The music sounds well made and not cheap - but it is 98% counter-intentionally emotionally loaded and fast paced - everything
else but calming the mind. In combination with the non-stop narration this becomes rather a burden to those looking for
relaxation. A constant rather high pressure on the eardrums.

...

The conveyed message is generally good and important for those who'll hear it for the first time in their lifes. But the way it's
implemented seems to be (ironically) not thought through very well.

An option to go on the ride after the first time - now without the narration and music is also a sadly left out opportunity.. Game
crashed while playing ... After loading the latest savegame:

- some party members leveled down from ~150ish to lvl 5
- some party members disappeared from the tavern
- some new and unsummoned are suddenly part of the team???

Happend twice now ...

// update (01.12.2016)

DO NOT BUY THIS PIECE OF SOFTWARE CRAP
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Still getting these wonderful "RGSS3-Player stopped working"-Errors every so often ... It seems these happen because of some
corrupted Data in the Savegames (?) ... Only the Dev could fix this ... This ever going to happen? Bet your rear it won´t... Really
f*ck this game...
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where lobby people. Honestly one of the most unique experiences I have had in VR. It's really basic but worth the price.. Jesus
Christ I had motion sickness playing this game without moving...

Sorry for the dev but this is really bad...

What is the point of making a random guy with a hat killing things and talking to a random gradpa?!

Well this was in a bundle but I'm very disapointed.... this is a sick game, recomend it!. This game was complete♥♥♥♥♥
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